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 OUR EDUCATIONAL EMPHASES IN PRIMITIVE PERSPECTrVE'

 MARGARET MEAD

 ABSTRACT

 Modern conceptions of education are contrasted with the primitive emphasis upon the need to learn
 that which was fixed and traditional, based primarily on the child as the learner. Today, owing to the meeting
 and mingling of peoples among whom superiority was claimed by one as over against another, our concepts
 of education have been shaped by the will to teach, convert, colonize, or assimilate adults. From the ob-
 servation of this process in the next generation we have come also to believe in the power of education to
 create something new, not merely perpetuate something old. But not until the dogma of superiority of race
 over race, nation over nation, class over class, is obliterated can we hope to combine the primitive idea of the
 need to learn something old and the modern idea of the possibility of making something new..

 In its broadest sense, education is the cul-
 tural process, the way in which each new-
 born human infant, born with a potentiality
 for learning greater than that of any other
 mammal, is transformed into a full member
 of a specific human society, sharing with the
 other members a specific human culture.
 From this point of view we can place side by
 side the newborn child in a modern city and
 the savage infant born into some primitive
 South Sea tribe. Both have everything to
 learn. Both depend for that learning upon
 the help and example, the care and tutelage,
 of the elders of their societies. Neither child
 has any guaranty of growing up to be a full
 human being should some accident, such as
 theft by a wolf, interfere with its human edu-
 cation. Despite the tremendous difference in
 what the New York infant and the New
 Guinea infant will learn, there is a striking
 similarity in the whole complicated process
 by which the child takes on and into itself the
 culture of those around it. And much profit
 can be gained by concentrating on these sim-
 ilarities and by setting the procedure of the
 South Sea mother side by side with the pro-
 cedure of the New York mother, attempting
 to understand the common elements in cul-
 tural transmission. In such comparisons we
 can identify the tremendous potentialities
 of human beings, who are able to learn not
 only to speak any one of a thousand lan-
 guages but to adjust to as many different
 rhythms of maturation, ways of learning,

 methods of organizing their emotions and of
 managing their relationships to other human
 beings.

 In this paper, however, I propose to turn
 away from this order of comparison-which
 notes the differences between human cul-
 tures, primitive and civilized, only as means
 of exploring the processes which occur in
 both types of culture-and to stress instead
 the ways in which our present behavior,
 which we bracket under the abstraction
 "education," differs from the procedures
 characteristic of primitive homogeneous
 communities. I propose to ask, not what
 there is in common between America in 194I
 and South Sea culture which displays in
 194I a Stone Age level of culture, but to ask
 instead: What are some of the conspicuous
 differences, and what light do these differ-
 ences throw upon our understanding of our
 own conception of education? And, because
 this is too large and wide a subject, I want to
 limit myself still further and to ask a ques-
 tion which is appropriate to this symposium:
 What effects has the mingling of peoples-of
 different races, different religions, and dif-
 ferent levels of cultural complexity-had up-
 on our concept of education? When we place
 our present-day concept against a backdrop
 of primitive educational procedures and see
 it as influenced by intermingling of peoples,
 what do we find?

 I once lectured to a group of women-all
 of them college graduates-alert enough to
 be taking a fairly advanced adult-education
 course on "Primitive Education" delivered

 I This paper is an expression of the approach of
 the Council on Intercultural Relations.
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 634 THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY

 from the first point of view. I described in
 detail the lagoon village of the Manus tribe,
 the ways in which the parents taught the
 children to master their environment, to
 swim, to climb, to handle fire, to paddle a
 canoe, to judge distances and calculate the
 strength of materials. I described the tiny
 canoes which were given to the three-year-
 olds, the miniature fish spears with which
 they learned to spear minnows, the way in
 which small boys learned to calk their canoes
 withgum,andhowsmallgirlslearned to thread
 shell money into aprons. Interwoven with a
 discussion of the more fundamental issues,
 such as the relationship between children
 and parents and the relationships between
 younger children and older children, I gave a
 fairly complete account of the type of adap-
 tive craft behavior which was characteris-
 tic of the Manus and the way in which this
 was learned by each generation of children.
 At the end of the lecture one woman stood
 up and asked the first question: "Didn't
 they have any vocational training?" Many
 of the others laughed at the question, and I
 have often told it myself as a way of getting
 my audience into a mood which was less
 rigidly limited by our own phrasing of "edu-
 cation." But that woman's question, naive
 and crude as it was, epitomized a long series
 of changes which stand between our idea of
 education and the processes by which mem-
 bers of a homogeneous and relatively static
 primitive society transmit their standardized
 habit patterns to their children.

 There are several striking differences be-
 tween our concept of education today and
 that of any contemporary primitive society;2
 but perhaps the most important one is the
 shift from the need for an individual to learn
 something which everyone agrees he would
 wish to know, to the will of some individual
 to teach something which it is not agreed
 that anyone has any desire to know. Such a
 shift in emphasis could come only with the
 breakdown of self-contained and self-re-
 specting cultural homogeneity. The Manus
 or the Arapesh or the Iatmul adults taught

 their children all that they knew themselves.
 Sometimes, it is true, there were rifts in the
 process. A man might die without having
 communicated some particular piece of rit-
 ual knowledge; a good hunter might find no
 suitable apprentice among his available
 near kin, so that his skill perished with him.
 A girl might be so clumsy and stupid that
 she never learned to weave a mosquito bas-
 ket that was fit to sell. Miscarriages in the
 smooth working of the transmission of avail-
 able skills and knowledge did occur, but they
 were not sufficient to focus the attention of
 the group upon the desirability of teaching as
 over against the desirability of learning.
 Even with considerable division of labor and
 with a custom by which young men learned
 a special skill not from a father or other
 specified relative but merely from a master
 of the art, the master did not go seeking
 pupils; the pupils and their parents went to
 seek the master and with proper gifts of fish
 or octopus or dogs' teeth persuaded him to
 teach the neophyte. And at this level of
 human culture even close contact with mem-
 bers of other cultures did not alter the em-
 phasis. Women who spoke another language
 married into the tribe; it was, of course, very
 important that they should learn to speak
 the language of their husbands' people, and
 so they learned that language as best they
 could-or failed to learn it. People might
 compliment them on their facility or laugh
 at them for their lack of it, but the idea of
 assimilating them was absent.

 Similarly, the spread of special cults or
 sects among South Sea people, the desire to
 join the sect rather than the need to make
 converts, was emphasized. New ceremonies
 did develop. It was necessary that those
 who had formerly been ignorant of them
 should learn new songs or new dance steps,
 but the onus was again upon the learner.
 The greater self-centeredness of primitive
 homogeneous groups (often so self-centered
 that they divided mankind into two groups
 -the human beings, i.e., themselves, and
 the nonhuman beings, other people) pre-
 served them also from the emphasis upon
 the greater value of one truth over another

 2 This discussion, unless otherwise indicated, is
 based upon South Sea people only.
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 which is the condition of proselytizing. "We
 (human beings) do it this way and they (oth-
 er people) do it that way." A lack of a desire
 to teach them our ways guaranteed also that
 the we group had no fear of any proselytizing
 from the they groups. A custom might be
 imported, bought, obtained by killing the
 owner, or taken as part of a marriage pay-
 ment. A custom might be exported for a
 price or a consideration. But the emphasis
 lay upon the desire of the importing group
 to obtain the new skill or song and upon the
 desire of the exporting group for profit in
 material terms by the transaction. The idea
 of conversion, or purposely attempting to
 alter the ideas and attitudes of other per-
 sons, did not occur. One might try to per-
 suade one's brother-in-law to abandon his
 own group and come and hunt permanently
 with the tribe into which his sister had mar-
 ried; physical proselytizing there was, just as
 there was actual import and export of items
 of culture. But, once the brother-in-law had
 been persuaded to join a different cultural
 group, it was his job to learn how to live
 there; and you might, if you were still afraid
 he would go back or if you wanted his co-
 operation in working a two-man fish net,
 take considerable pains to teach him this or
 that skill as a bribe. But to bribe another by
 teaching him one's own skill is a long way
 from any practice of conversion, although
 it may be made subsidiary to it.

 We have no way of knowing how often in
 the course of human history the idea of
 Truth, as a revelation to or possession of
 some one group (which thereby gained the
 right to consider itself superior to all those
 who lacked this revelation), may have ap-
 peared. But certain it is that, wherever this
 notion of hierarchical arrangements of cul-
 tural views of experience appears, it has pro-
 found effects upon education; and it has
 enormously influenced our own attitudes
 toward education. As soon as there is any
 attitude that one set of cultural beliefs is
 definitely superior to another, the frame-
 work is present for active proselytizing, un-
 less the idea of cultural superiority is joined
 with some idea of hereditary membership,

 as it is among the Hindus. (It would indeed
 be interesting to investigate whether any
 group which considered itself in possession
 of the most superior brand of religious or
 economic truth, and which did not regard
 its possession as limited by heredity, could
 preserve the belief in that superiority with-
 out proselytizing. It might be found that
 active proselytizing was the necessary condi-
 tion for the preservation of the essential be-
 lief in one's own revelation.) Thus, with the
 appearance of religions which held this belief
 in their own infallible superiority, education
 becomes a concern of those who teach rather
 than of those who learn. Attention is direct-
 ed toward finding neophytes rather than
 toward finding masters, and adults and chil-
 dren become bracketed together as recipients
 of conscious missionary effort. This bracket-
 ing-together is of great importance; it in-
 creases the self-consciousness of the whole
 educational procedure, and it is quite possi-
 ble that the whole question of methods and
 techniques of education is brought most
 sharply to the fore when it is a completely
 socialized adult who must be influenced in-
 stead of a plastic and receptive child.

 With social stratification the possibility of
 using education as a way of changing status
 is introduced, and another new component
 of the educational idea develops. Here the
 emphasis is still upon the need to learn-on
 the one hand, in order to alter status and,
 on the other, to prevent the loss of status by
 failure to learn. But wherever this possibil-
 ity enters in there is also a possibility of a
 new concept of education developing from
 the relationship between fixed caste and
 class lines and education. In a static society
 members of different caste or class groups
 may have been teaching their children dif-
 ferent standards of behavior for many gen-
 erations without any essential difference be-
 tween their attitudes toward education and
 those of less complex societies. To effect a
 change it is necessary to focus the attention
 of the members of the society upon the prob-
 lem, as conditions of cultural contact do
 focus it. Thus, in present-day Bali, the high
 castes are sending their daughters to the
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 Dutch schools to be trained as schoolteach-
 ers because it is pre-eminently important
 that learning should be kept in the hands of
 the high castes and profoundly inappropriate
 that low-caste teachers should teach high-
 caste children. They feel this strongly
 enough to overcome their prejudices against
 the extent to which such a course takes high-

 caste women out into the market place.
 As soon as the possibility of shift of class

 position by virtue of a different educational
 experience becomes articulately recognized,
 so that individuals seek not only to better
 their children or to guard them against edu-
 cational defect but also to see the extension
 of restriction of educational opportunity as
 relevant to the whole class structure, anoth-

 er element enters in-the relationship of
 education to social change. Education be-
 comes a mechanism of change. Public at-
 tention, once focused upon this possibility,
 is easily turned to the converse position of
 emphasizing education as a means toward
 preserving the status quo. I argue here for
 no historical priority in the two positions.
 But I am inclined to believe that we do not
 have catechumens taught to say "to do my
 duty in that state of life into which it has
 pleased God to call me" until we have the
 beginning of movements of individuals away
 from their birth positions in society. In fact,
 the whole use of education to defend vested
 interests and intrenched privilege goes with
 the recognition that education can be a way of
 encroaching upon them. Just as thepresence
 of proselytizing religions focuses attention
 upon means of spreading the truth, upon
 pedagogy, so the educational implications
 of social stratification focus attention upon
 the content of education and lay the ground-
 work for an articulate interest in the curricu-
 lum.

 Movements of peoples, colonization, and
 trade also bring education into a different
 focus. In New Guinea it is not uncommon
 to "hear" (i.e., understand without speak-
 ing) several languages besides one's own,
 and many people not only "hear" but also
 speak neighboring languages. A head-hunt-
 ing people like the Mundugumor, who had

 the custom of giving child hostages to tem-
 porary allies among neighboring peoples,
 articulately recognized that it was an ad-
 vantage to have members of the group be

 well acquainted with the roads, the customs,
 and the language of their neighbors, who
 would assuredly at some time in any given
 generation be enemies and objects of attack.
 Those who took the hostages regarded this
 increased facility of the Mundugumor as a
 disadvantage which had to be put up with.
 But the emphasis remained with the desir-
 ability of learning. Today, with the growth
 of pidgin English as a lingua franca, bush
 natives and young boys are most anxious to
 learn pidgin. Their neighbors, with whom
 they could trade and communicate more
 readily if they knew pidgin, are not interest-

 ed in teaching them. But the European
 colonist is interested. He sees his position
 as an expanding, initiating, changing one;
 he wants to trade with the natives, to re-
 cruit and indenture them to work on planta-
 tions. He needs to have them speak a lan-
 guage that he can understand. Accordingly,
 we have the shift from the native who needs
 to learn another language in order to under-
 stand to the colonist who needs someone
 else to learn a language so that he, the colo-
 nist, may be understood. In the course of
 teaching natives to speak some lingua fran-
 ca, to handle money, to work copra, etc., the
 whole focus is on teaching; not, however, on
 techniques of teaching, in the sense of peda-
 gogy, but upon sanctions for making the
 native learn. Such usages develop rapidly
 into compulsory schooling in the language
 of the colonist or the conqueror, and they re-
 sult in the school's being seen as an adjunct
 of the group in power rather than as a privi-
 lege for those who learn.

 Just as conquest or colonization of already
 inhabited countries brings up the problems
 of assimilation, so also mass migrations may
 accentuate the same problem. This has been
 true particularly in the United States, where
 education has been enormously influenced
 by the articulate need to assimilate the mass-
 es of European immigrants, with the result-
 ing phrasing of the public schools as a means
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 for educating other peoples' children. The
 school ceased to be chiefly a device by which
 children were taught accumulated knowl-
 edge or skills and became a political device
 for arousing and maintaining national loyal-
 ty through inculcating a language and a sys-
 tem of ideas which the pupils did not share
 with their parents.

 It is noteworthy that, in the whole series
 of educational emphases which I have dis-
 cussed here as significant components of our
 present-day concept of "education," one
 common element which differentiates the
 ideas of conversion, assimilation, successful
 colonization, and the relationship between
 class-caste lines and education from the atti-
 tudes found in primitive homogeneous so-
 cieties is the acceptance of discontinuity be-
 tween parents and children. Primitive edu-
 cation was a process by which continuity
 was maintained between parents and chil-
 dren, even if the actual teacher was not a
 parent but a maternal uncle or a shaman.
 Modern education includes a heavy empha-
 sis upon the function of education to create
 discontinuities-to turn the child of the
 peasant into a clerk, of the farmer into a
 lawyer, of the Italian immigrant into an
 American, of the illiterate into the literate.

 And parallel to this emphasis goes the at-
 tempt to use education as an extra, special
 prop for tottering continuities. Parents
 who are separated from their children by all
 the gaps in understanding which are a func-
 tion of our rapidly changing world cling to
 the expedient of sending their children to the
 same schools and colleges they attended,

 counting upon the heavy traditionalism of

 slow-moving institutions to stem the tide of
 change. (Thus, while the father builds him-
 self a new house and the mother furnishes it

 with modern furniture, they both rejoice
 that back at school, through the happy ac-

 cident that the school is not well enough en-

 dowed, son will sit at the same desk at which
 his father sat.) The same attitude is reflect-
 ed by the stock figure of the member of a
 rural school board who says, "What was
 good enough for me in school is good enough

 for my children. The three R's, that's
 enough."

 Another common factor in these modern
 trends of education is the increasing em-

 phasis upon change rather than upongrowth,
 upon what is done to people rather than
 upon what people do. This emphasis comes,
 I believe, from the inclusion of adults as ob-
 jects of the educational effort-whether the
 effort comes from missionaries, colonizers,
 conquerors, Old Americans, or employers of
 labor. When a child is learning to talk, the
 miracle of learning is so pressing and con-
 spicuous that the achievement of the teach-
 ers is put in the shade. But the displacement,
 in an adult's speech habits, of his native
 tongue by the phonetics of some language
 which he is being bullied or cajoled into
 learning is often more a matter of triumph
 for the teacher than of pride for the learner.
 Changing people's habits, people's ideas,
 people's language, people's beliefs, people's
 emotional allegiances, involves a sort of de-
 liberate violence to other people's developed
 personalities-a violence not to be found in
 the whole teacher-child relationship, which
 finds its prototype in the cherishing parent
 helping the young child to learn those things
 which are essential to his humanity.

 We have been shocked in recent years by
 the outspoken brutality of the totalitarian
 states, which set out to inculcate into chil-
 dren's minds a series of new ideas which it
 was considered politically useful for them to
 learn. Under the conflicting currents of
 modern ideologies the idea of indoctrination
 has developed as a way of characterizing the
 conscious educational aims of any group
 with whom the speaker is out of sympathy.
 Attempts to teach children any setof ideas in
 which one believes have become tainted with
 suspicion of power and self-interest, until
 almost all education can be branded and dis-
 missed as one sort of indoctrination or an-
 other. The attempt to assimilate, convert,
 or keep in their places other human beings
 conceived of as inferior to those who are
 making the plans has been a boomerang
 which has distorted our whole educational
 philosophy; it has shifted the emphasis from
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 one of growth and seeking for knowledge to
 one of dictation and forced acceptance of
 cliches and points of view. Thus we see that
 the presence of one element within our cul-
 ture-a spurious sense of superiority of one
 group of human beings over another, which
 gave the group in power the impetus to force
 their language, their beliefs, and their cul-
 ture down the throats of the group which
 was numerically, or economically, or geo-
 graphically handicapped-has corrupted and
 distorted the emphases of our free schools.

 But there has been another emphasis de-
 veloping side by side with those which I
 have been discussing, and that is a belief in
 the power of education to work miracles-a
 belief which springs from looking at the other
 side of the shield. As long as the transmis-
 sion of culture is an orderly and continuous
 process, in a slowly changing society, the
 child speaks the language of his parents;
 and, although one may maryel that this
 small human being learns at all, one does not
 marvel that he learns French or English or
 Samoan, provided that this be the language
 of the parents. It took the discontinuity of
 educational systems, purposive shifts of
 language and beliefs between parents and
 children, to catch our imagination and to
 fashion the great American faith in educa-
 tion as creation rather than transmission,
 conversion, suppression, assimilation, or in-
 doctrination. Perhaps one of the most basic
 human ways of saying "new" is "something
 that my parents have never experienced"
 or, when we speak of our children, "some-
 thing I have never experienced." The
 drama of discontinuity which has been
 such a startling feature of modern life, and
 for which formal education has been regard-
 ed in great measure as responsible, suggested
 to men that perhaps education might be a
 device for creating a new kind of world by
 developing a new kind of human being.

 Here it is necessary to distinguish sharply
 between the sort of idea which George
 Counts expressed in his speech, "Dare the
 Schools Build a New Social Order?" and the
 idea of education as creation of something
 new. Dr. Counts did not mean a new social

 order in the sense of an order that no man
 had dreamed of, so much as he meant a very
 concrete and definite type of society for
 which he and many others believed they had
 a blueprint. He was asking whether the
 teachers would use the schools to produce a
 different type of socioeconomic system. His
 question was still a power question and par-
 took of all the power ideas which have de-
 veloped in the long period during which men
 in power, men with dominating ideas, men
 with missions, have sought to put their ideas
 over upon other men. His question would
 have been phrased more accurately as "Dare
 the schools build a different social order?"
 The schools of America have these hundred
 years been training children to give alle-
 giance to a way of life that was new to them,
 not because they were children to whom all
 ways were new, not because the way of life
 was itself one that no man had yet dreamed
 of, but because they were the children of
 their parents. Whenever one group succeeds
 in getting power over the schools and teaches

 within those schools a doctrine foreign to
 many of those who enter those doors, they
 are building up, from the standpoint of
 those students, a different social order.
 From the standpoint of those in power, they
 are defending or extending the old; and, from
 the moment that the teachers had seriously
 started to put Dr. Counts's suggestion into
 practice, they would have been attempting
 by every method available to them to ex-
 tend, in the minds of other people's children,
 their own picture, already an "old" idea,
 of the sort of world they wanted to live in.

 It is not this sort of newness of which I
 speak. But from those who watched learn-
 ing, those who humbly observed miracles
 instead of claiming them as the fruits of their
 strategy or of their superior teaching (prop-
 aganda) techniques, there grew up in Amer-
 ica a touching belief that it was possible by
 education to build a new world-a world
 that no man had yet dreamed and that no
 man, bred as we had been bred, could dream.
 They argued that if we can bring up our
 children to be freer than we have been-
 freer from anxiety, freer from guilt and fear,
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 freer from economic constraint and the dic-
 tates of expediency-to be equipped as we
 never were equipped, trained to think and
 enjoy thinking, trained to feel and enjoy
 feeling, then we shall produce a new kind
 of human being, one not known upon the
 earth before. Instead of the single visionary,
 the depth of whose vision has kept men's
 souls alive for centuries, we shall develop a
 whole people bred to the task of seeing with
 clear imaginative eyes into a future which is
 hidden from us behind the smoke screen of
 our defective and irremediable educational
 handicaps. This belief has often been brand-
 ed as naive and simple-minded. The Amer-
 ican faith in education, which Clark Wissler
 lists as one of the dominant American cul-
 ture traits, has been held up to ridicule
 many times. In many of its forms it is not
 only unjustified optimism but arrant non-
 sense. When small children are sent out by
 overzealous schoolteachers to engage in ac-
 tive social reforms-believed necessary by
 their teachers-the whole point of view be-
 comes not only ridiculous but dangerous to
 the children themselves.

 Phrased, however, without any of our
 blueprints, with an insistence that it is the
 children themselves who will some day,
 when they are grown, make blueprints on
 the basis of their better upbringing, the idea
 is a bold and beautiful one, an essentially
 democratic and American idea. Instead of
 attempting to bind and limit the future and
 to compromise the inhabitants of the next
 century by a long process of indoctrination
 which will make them unable to follow any
 path but that which we have laid down, it
 suggests that we devise and practice a sys-
 tem of education which sets the future free.
 We must concentrate upon teaching our
 children to walk so steadily that we need not
 hew too straight and narrow paths for them
 but can trust them to make new paths

 through difficulties we never encountered to
 a future of which we have no inkling today.

 When we look for the contributions which
 contacts of peoples, of peoples of different
 races and different religions, different levels
 of culture and different degrees of tech-
 nological development, have made to educa-
 tion, we find two. On the one hand, the em-
 phasis has shifted from learning to teaching,
 from the doing to the one who causes it to be
 done, from spontaneity to coercion, from
 freedom to power. With this shift has come
 the development of techniques of power, dry
 pedagogy, regimentation, indoctrination,
 manipulation, and propaganda. These are
 but sorry additions to man's armory, and
 they come from the insult to human life
 which is perpetuated whenever one human
 being is regarded as differentially less or
 more human than another. But, on the
 other hand, out of the discontinuities and
 rapid changes which have accompanied
 these minglings of people has come another
 invention, one which perhaps would not
 have been born in any other setting than
 this one-the belief in education as an in-
 strument for the creation of new human
 values.

 We stand today in a crowded place, where
 millions of men mill about seeking to go in
 different directions. It is most uncertain
 whether the educational invention made by
 those who emphasized teaching or the edu-
 cational invention made by those who
 emphasized learning will survive. But the
 more rapidly we can erase from our society
 those discrepancies in position and privi-
 lege which tend to perpetuate and strength-
 en the power and manipulative aspects of
 education, the more hope we may have that
 that other invention-the use of education
 for unknown ends which shall exalt man
 above his present stature-may survive.

 AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
 NATURAL HISTORY
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